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Abstract

Seismicity affecting the low eastern flank of Mt. Etna shows clustering in time. We analysed a catalog of mi-
croearthquakes recorded by the four stations of the Osservatorio Sismologico di Protezione Civile di Acireale during the
period 1989–1994. In general a strong deviation from periodic and random distribution was found. The temporal clustering
is scale invariant and a fractal dimension can be derived to characterize it. Fractal dimensions seem to be correlated to the
beginning of two major eruptions. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

During the last decade, several papers have ap-
peared in the literature concerning time clustering of
earthquakes in terms of fractal analysis. Smalley et

Ž .al. 1987 demonstrated that this approach allows
one to discriminate between random, periodic and
clustered scale-invariant time distributions. Fractal
analysis gives also quantitative information that can
help in studying the underlying dynamical mecha-
nisms of seismic processes. In this respect, it is of
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great interest to apply this method to the seismic
activity of the complex Etnean area.

In particular, in this paper, we considered the
seismic activity at the low eastern flank of Mt. Etna
volcano during 1989–1994. This area plays a key
role in the geodynamic framework of the volcano.
The temporal distribution of the seismic activity is
controlled by different processes, such us tectonic

Žforces, the magma uprising two eruptions occurred
.during the period considered and the gravitational

spreading of the eastern flank of the volcano. The
fractal analysis was performed in order to character-
ize quantitatively the seismic activity and to better
understand how the latter is controlled by the differ-
ent processes.

0031-9201r98r$ - see front matter q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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2. Fractal clustering

In this Section the method for characterizing frac-
tal clustering is briefly reviewed and a simple exam-
ple is illustrated. The concept of fractal dimension

Ž .was introduced by Mandelbrot 1967 to describe
quantitatively objects that are not regular nor smooth,
but present some roughness. Since then, this concept
has found many applications in various fields of
science.

In the following we introduce the so called ‘box-
counting’ definition for the fractal dimension. The
box-counting dimension D of a fractal object is

Ž .defined as Mandelbrot, 1967

N l ;1rl D for l™0, 1Ž . Ž .
Ž .N l being the number of boxes of side length l

needed to cover the object. The total length of the
object at the scale l is given by

L l s l N l . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Hence, substituting Eq. 1 in Eq. 2 , one obtains

L l ; l1yD . 3Ž . Ž .
Ž .Therefore, by plotting L l as a function of l in a

log–log scale, it is possible to extract the fractal
dimension D from the slope of the resulting straight
line. In general D is equal to the usual topological
dimension for regular objects, i.e., Ds0 for a point,
Ds1 for a line and Ds2 for a surface. For fractal
objects, however, D is greater than the topological
dimension and it is a non-integer number.

As an example one can consider the case of
coastline. For a rugged coastline like that of Great

Ž .Britain one finds Ds1.25 Mandelbrot, 1967 . Usu-
Ž . Ž .ally the relations 1 and 3 are satisfied only in a

limited range of l-values due to the finite size of real
objects.

In general, one can extend the concept of fractal
dimension to probability distributions. In fact, sup-
pose we have M events distributed according to a
given fractal pattern along a segment of total length
L . In order to obtain information on this pattern,tot

we study the distribution at different length scales.
That is, we divide L into several small intervals oftot

length l and we count the number of intervals con-
taining at least one event. We can define the occu-
pancy probability P as the ratio of filled intervals

Ž .N l divided by the total number of intervals whose
Ž .length is l, i.e., N l sL rl. Therefore we havetot tot

N l l N lŽ . Ž .
P l s s . 4Ž . Ž .

N l LŽ .tot tot

Ž .Note that l N l is simply the total length of the
Ž .filled intervals defined in Eq. 2 . Hence substituting

Ž . Ž .Eq. 3 into Eq. 4 , one gets the relation between the
occupancy probability and the fractal dimension of
the distribution

L lŽ .
1yDP l s ; l . 5Ž . Ž .

Ltot

Thus

ln P lŽ .
Ds1y for l™0. 6Ž .

ln l

Ž .If we plot P l vs. l in a log–log scale for a
fractal distribution we get a straight line from which
the value of D can be extracted.

A fractal distribution shows a typical clustering
which is very different from that of a periodic or a
random sequence. In general a distribution can be
completely clustered if all events are concentrated in
a very small time interval. In this case the fractal
dimension coincides with the topological one and
Ds0. The opposite limiting case is for a periodic
distribution, where the events are equally spaced in
time. In this case there is no clustering at all. The
fractal dimension coincides again with the topologi-
cal one and Ds1. For a random time sequence the
distribution is centered around an average time inter-
val. One gets Ds0 for very small sampling time
intervals and Ds1 for sampling time intervals larger
than the average one. In this case the eventual clus-
tering observed at small time scales is not scale
invariant. A temporal distribution which exhibits
fractal clustering has a self-similar pattern character-
ized by 0-D-1 over a wide time scale.

A common problem in extracting the fractal di-
mension is the finite size of the data sets which one

Ž .investigates. In fact the quantity P l defined in Eq.
Ž .4 is a real occupancy probability only if a large set
of data is considered. Thus, it is very important to
have a precise quantitative indication of the error one
obtains when the data set is limited.
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Fig. 1. Schematic picture of the first three steps for the Growing
Ž .Asymmetric Cantor GAC set. See text for further details.

In order to illustrate this approach and mainly its
limitations due to finite size effects, we study the
fractal dimension of the Growing Asymmetric Can-

Ž .tor GAC set. The latter is a well known fractal
Ž .object Tel et al., 1989 having an entire spectrum of´

fractal dimensions. More properly it is a ‘multi-
fractal’ object, which complete spectrum of general-

Žized dimensions can be determined analytically Tel´
.et al., 1989 . It is therefore well suited for our

purpose. In Fig. 1 we show the first three iterative
steps to construct the GAC set. In the first step, we
have 3 events distributed over an interval whose

length is 4, no events at the second position. In the
second step,the distribution is the sum of the config-

Ž .uration for ns1 which is the seed plus a twice
enlarged version of the seed, which starts at a posi-
tion equal to twice the length of the seed configura-
tion. At the nth step the fractal has a length equal to
4n and contains 3n events. The analytical value of
the zeroth order fractal dimension is Ds0.6942 . . .
Ž .Tel et al., 1989 . We generated the GAC set up to´
the 4th and 5th order obtaining two sample distribu-
tions of total lengths 256 and 1024 with Ms81 and
Ms243 events respectively. In Fig. 2 we plot
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .ln P l as a function of ln l for the 4th a and the
Ž .5th b order of the GAC set. The curves are indi-

cated with the letter F for fractal. Large fluctuations
and a saturation for very small and very large values

Ž .of ln l are evident. Both effects are due to the
limited number of events considered and in fact
diminish by increasing the order of the iteration.
However, if one makes a linear fit in a region that
excludes the lower and the upper saturation ranges,

Ž .one obtains a fractal dimension, according to Eq. 6 ,
which is very close to the analytical one within the
errors of the fit. Of course the longer the sequence
the smaller the error. More precisely, we get

Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. We plot ln P l as a function of ln l for the 4th a and the 5th b order of the GAC set. The curves which refer to the fractal set
are indicated with the letter F. The dashed lines are linear fits which allow to extract the fractal dimension Ds0.662"0.035 for the 4th
order iteration and Ds0.682"0.016 for the 5th order iteration respectively. In parenthesis we report the exact value. The curves
corresponding to periodic and uniform random distributions are indicated with P and R respectively.
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Ds0.662"0.035 for the 4th order iteration and
Ds0.682"0.016 for the 5th order iteration respec-
tively. The fits are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 2.
In the same figure two more curves are reported.
They correspond to a periodic and a uniform random
distribution of the M events over the total length of
the interval. They are indicated respectively with P
for periodic and R for random. In both cases, i.e.,
Ms81 and Ms243, the periodic and the random
distribution are easily distinguishable from the scale
invariant fractal one.

In the following we apply the above discussed
fractal approach to a temporal distribution of M
earthquakes occurring in a time interval whose total

Ž Ž ..length is T. We studied ln P t as a function of t ,
t being a small time interval. The total length of the
time intervals and the total number of events are
very similar to those used for the 4th and 5th order
GAC set. Therefore the limited size of the distribu-
tion should not prevent a reasonable determination of
D, if a fractal clustering exists. The approach should
also be able to discriminate between a periodic and a
random sequence of events.

This kind of analysis was applied for the first time
Ž .by Smalley et al. 1987 to sequences of earthquakes

as a function of time. They demonstrated that the
New Hebrides seismicity between mid-1978 and
mid-1984 shows clear signs of scale-invariant fractal
clustering in time. The latter characterizes these tem-
poral distributions in a quantitative way and allows
to discriminate between periodic and random artifi-
cial sequences of records.

Evidence of fractal clustering in earthquakes tem-
poral distribution have been recently reported also by

Ž .Kagan and Jackson 1991 . These authors proposed
another quantitative measure of the degree of cluster-
ing based on the study of the distribution of the
intercurrence time D between two events. They de-
fined the coefficient of variation C as

s
Cs , 7Ž .² :D

² :D being the average intercurrence time between
two events and s being the standard deviation of
this interval distribution.

In general, for a random distribution the probabil-
ity of having a time interval D between two events

Table 1
² :Values of M, D, D , s and C for the GAC set of different

length with and without a random additive noise

² :d M D D s Cnoise

GAC set L s256tot

0 81 0.662"0.35 3.2 8.3 2.6

GAC set L s1024tot

0 243 0.682"0.16 4.2 19.6 4.6
10% 266 0.6"0.05 3.8 9.7 2.5
20% 291 0.58"0.05 3.5 7.7 2.2

See text.

Žis given by the relation Cox and Lewis, 1966;
.Smalley et al., 1987

T yD MŽ .TP D s e , 8Ž . Ž .
M

and Cs1. On the other hand, for a periodic tempo-
ral sequence Cs0. In case of fractal clustering, one
has C)1 and in general C™` as the total length
of the fractal increases. For the example described
above of the GAC set, we get Cs2.6 for L s256tot

Ž .and Cs4.6 for L s1024 see Table 1 .tot

In the analysis of our catalog we have calculated
also the value of C for a better characterization of
our data.

3. Area investigated

The general stress field affecting the eastern flank
Ž .of Mt. Etna Fig. 3 is very complex and is due to

the effect of different processes.
Ž .1 the tectonic forces associated with the interac-

Žtion of the African and the Eurasian plates Lentini,
.1982; McKenzie, 1970 .

Ž .2 the uprising of the magma from depth to
shallow structures which is strongly controlled by

Žthe master regional fault systems Shaw, 1980; Wil-
son and Head, 1981; Cristofolini et al., 1987; Fer-

.rucci et al., 1992 characterized by normal and re-
verse faulting, as indicated by several seismological

Ž .studies Scarpa et al., 1974; Gresta et al., 1987 .
Ž .3 the role of the gravitational spreading on this

Ž‘unbuttressed’ sector of the volcano Borgia et al.,
.1992; McGuire et al., 1990; Montalto et al., 1996 .

Ž .In particular the low eastern flank Fig. 4 plays a
key role in the geodynamic framework of Mt. Etna
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Fig. 3. Map view of the position of the seismic stations and the
sector of the eastern flank studied.

volcano. This area is cut by an array of fault escarp-
Ž .ments ‘Timpe’ which define a seismogenic zone of

NNW trending faults. The two main structural
‘Timpe’ domains are the S. Tecla fault and the S.
Leonardello fault system.

Morphological, stratigraphic and structural analy-
ses along the Timpe fault zone demonstrate that the
faults within it are characterised mainly by both
normal and dextral components of slip and that this
area has been affected by a general uplift during

ŽHolocene Lo Giudice et al., 1982; Stewart et al.,
.1993; Valensise and Pantosti, 1992 .

Moreover the Timpe zone tectonics seem to be
still very active, as revealed by measurements with

Ž . Ž .short geodetic EDM networks Stewart et al., 1993
and by earthquakes occurrence. Analyses of recent

Žseismicity affecting this area Azzaro et al., 1989; Lo
Giudice and Rasa, 1992; Patane et al., 1994; Mon-´ `

.talto et al., 1996 suggest that the S. Tecla fault is
deeply involved in tectonic processes and showed
that the earthquakes with both deep and shallow foci

Žare mainly related to the S. Tecla fault trending
.NW–SE . On the contrary the S. Leonardello fault
Ž .system which trends NNW–SSE is affected only

by shallow hypocentres, and it is supposed that the

seismicity is associated to the eastward migration of
unsupported rigid blocks upon shallow independent
decollements.

Finally, in this heterogeneous framework the ac-
cumulated stress is very low and it is usually re-
leased through several earthquakes of low magnitude
Ž .MF4 , and ‘creep’ phenomena, i.e., slow move-
ments producing shallow cracks that do not cause
seismicity. Thus the deformation around the Mt.
Etna originates from both brittle failure inducing
earthquakes and ductile behavior associated with

Žcreep, as shown in previous papers Patane et al.,`
.1994 . The network of the Osservatorio Sismologico

di Protezione Civile of Acireale consists of four
seismographs equipped with geophons with vertical
component S-13 Teledyne and Mark L4C with an
oscillation period of 1 s and a damping equal to 0.7.
Seismic signals are transmitted via cable to the
Acireale centre.

Events characterized by S–P waves time arrival
difference less than 1.5 s have been considered, this
guarantees that earthquakes are located inside the
network, i.e., they affect the structural systems inves-
tigated.

Two main types of events have been recognized:
Ž1. earthquakes recorded by all the four stations M

.G2 ,

ŽFig. 4. Structural map of the area investigated From Lo Giudice
.et al., 1982 . Magnification of the framed area in Fig. 3.
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Ž .2. microearthquakes 1FMF2 , i.e., single station
detections recorded only by the station nearby the
relevant fault, occurred during 1989–1994.
Our intention, in the following part of the paper,

is to investigate the clustering properties of these
Ž .second type of events microearthquakes which are

due neither to a pure brittle nor to a ductile failure;
and to quantify the eventual influence of the two

Ž .main eruptions occurrence 1989 and 1991–1993 on
the microearthquakes distribution.

The error bars in the location of the events
recorded by the all four stations prevent a reliable
investigation and are not considered in this paper.

4. Discussion

In this paragraph, we consider the mi-
croearthquakes data set recorded by the four stations
of the Osservatorio Sismologico di Protezione Civile
of Acireale.

The local magnitude of the events was calculated
by means of the following relation, using the coda
duration estimated from the paper drum recordings at
station ACR

ms2.36 log d y1.57, 9Ž . Ž .
where d is the coda duration in seconds.

The total number M of detected microearthquakes
during 1989–1994 is reported in the first column of
Table 2 for the four stations. The temporal sequences

Žof the single station recorded microearthquakes M
.F2 are shown in Fig. 5. Seismic swarms are evi-

dent, especially for stations 1 and 2 around the two
Žeruption onsets 11th September 1989 and 14 De-

.cember 1991 . The latter are indicated by two verti-
cal dashed lines.

In order to study the behavior of the real temporal
series, we simulated periodic and random sequences
with the same number of registered events. To create
a periodic series the M events were placed at a
uniform distance on the total time interval, while for
the random series the events were distributed accord-
ing to uniform random probability.

The first analysis we performed was the calcula-
tion of the coefficient of variation C defined in Eq.
Ž .7 . In Fig. 6 we compare the intercurrence time
interval between two consecutive events for the real

Table 2
² :Values of M, D, D , s and C for the seismic catalog investi-

gated

² :Station M D D s C

Ž .Total period 1989–1994 T s2081 days
1 375 0.20"0.05 5.4 9.2 1.7
2 300 0.16"0.05 6.5 15.3 2.3
3 133 0.09"0.05 15.5 29.4 1.9
4 97 0.00"0.05 20.9 29.0 1.4

Ž .Period I 1989–1991 T s985 days
1 263 0.29"0.05 3.7 7.6 2.1
2 204 0.20"0.05 4.8 11.5 2.4
3 72 0.15"0.05 13.6 25.6 1.9
4 55 0.03"0.05 17.9 27.0 1.5

Ž .Period II 1992–1994 T s1095 days
1 112 0.07"0.05 18.2 95.1 5.2
2 96 0.07"0.05 20.4 101.4 5.0
3 61 0.03"0.05 33.8 127.5 3.8
4 42 0.00"0.05 48.2 149.8 3.1

See text.

temporal distribution of microearthquakes recorded
Ž . Ž .by station 1 a , the simulated random one b and

Ž .periodic distribution c using the same number of
events. The real distribution shows a peak at Ds0,
representing multiple shocks on the same day and is
characterized by a very long tail. This is numerically
demonstrated by the value of the coefficient C. In
fact we get Cs1.7. On the other hand for the
random distribution which is more centered around

² :the average time interval D we find Cs1. This is
the value one expects for the probability distribution
Ž . Ž .8 . Finally, for the periodic series c we get Cs0.
Therefore, this is a first quantitative indication that
the real sequence is not periodic nor random. The

Ž .same is true for the other stations see Table 2 .
Fig. 6 and the calculation of C give already a

measure of the time clustering properties of the
earthquakes of our catalog. In order to confirm this
observation, we further performed the fractal analy-
sis explained in Section 2. In Fig. 7 we report the

Ž .natural logarithm of the occupancy probability P t ,
i.e., the ratio between the occupied and the total
number of intervals calculated according to Smalley

Ž . Ž .et al. 1987 , as a function of ln t , t being the size
of the time interval used to study the distribution for
the four stations. The full lines refer to the real
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. Daily number of microearthquakes recorded at each station: 1 PNS 2 SND , 3 SVN and 4 ACR . The labels 1 to 4 refer to the
four stations of Fig. 4. The vertical dashed lines mark the beginning of eruptions.

sequences, while the dashed ones indicated with P
and R refer to the simulated periodic and random
distributions. It is immediately evident that, exclud-
ing station 4, Fig. 7d, the temporal distribution of
microearthquakes has not a periodic nor a random
character. A clear linear behavior exists in the range

Ž .0F ln t F2.5, that is in between 1 and 12 days. It
Ž .can be very well fitted with a straight dashed line

whose slope is 1yD. In other words, one observes a
scale-invariant fractal clustering with a fractal di-
mension ranging from 0.09 to 0.2. The time interval
for the linear fit was chosen by minimizing the error
of the fit and changing the maximum time interval in
between 6 and 15 days—unfortunately our data pre-
vented us from studying time intervals smaller than 1

day. This procedure allowed us to estimate the error
reported in Fig. 7.

The number of events and the total length of the
time interval are very close to that of the GAC set of
Fig. 2, for which the box counting gives reliable
fractal dimension within the errors. So the finite size
of the data set seems to be under control. A fit of the
random and periodic sequences gives Ds0 as it
should be for the smaller time intervals.

Actually, at variance with the GAC set previously
illustrated, the power law is found only in a limited
interval range. This is probably due to the influence
of an additive random noise which interferes with
the fractal scale invariant clustering. In order to
study this effect, we added a random noise to the
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. Intercurrence time probability P D for the real distribution of Fig. 5 a , the synthetic random one b and the periodic one c . The
² :corresponding values of D , s and C are also reported.

Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . ŽFig. 7. Plot of ln P t vs. ln t in days for the four real distributions of Fig. 5: real earthquakes sequences full line , random R dashed
. Ž .line and periodic P dashed line . The straight dashed lines are the linear fits to the real sequences, which slope is 1yD. The correspondent

D is also reported with the respective error.
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GAC fractal set of Figs. 1 and 2 and repeated the
analysis. In Fig. 8 we show the behavior of the GAC
set, generated at the 5th iteration, plus a small amount

Ž .of random events equal to d s10% M part anoise
Ž .and d s20% M part b . The curve is indicatednoise

by the letters FqN. For comparison the true fractal
Ž . Ž .curve of Fig. 2 F with the fit dashed line , the

Žperiodic and the random curves P and R respec-
.tively are drawn. The figure clearly shows that the

Ž .addition of random events has two main effects: i
the range of the power law reduces by almost three

Ž . Ž .decades see the fit reported as dashed line , ii the
value of the fractal dimension is also slightly re-
duced. When calculating the coefficient C one passes
from 4.6 for the real fractal GAC set to 2.5 and 2.2
when the random noise amounts to 10% and 20%
respectively. These values are very similar to what
one gets in our case, see Table 1. Therefore we can
draw the first conclusion of our investigation. The
microseismicity recorded by our network shows sig-

nal of fractal clustering with a probable addition of a
small amount of spurious random noise.

A previous analysis performed on the same data
by means of the correlation functions method
Ž .Vinciguerra et al., 1998 showed an influence of the
two eruptions on the seismic activity recorded by
station 1 and station 2. In order to verify if the
microearthquake fractal clustering is also influenced
by the two eruption occurrences, we repeated our
analysis considering two subperiods. Our data were
available from April 1989 to December 1994 and the
two eruptions occurred on 11th September 1989 and
14th December 1991. Therefore we distinguished the
period between 22 April 1989 and 31 December
1991 which includes the two eruptions onsets shown

Ž . Žin Fig. 5 period I and the following period period
.II , which goes from the beginning of 1992 to the

end of 1994. The two periods have almost the same
total length, that is Ts985 and Ts1095 days
respectively. The fractal analysis is similar to that

Ž .Fig. 8. In this figure the effect of a random noise on the 5th order GAC set is illustrated. We plot full curve indicated by FqN the
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .ln P l vs. ln l for the GAC set plus a small amount of random events equal to d s10% M a and d s20% M b . The curve ofnoise noise

Ž .the GAC set without noise F and its relative fit is also reported for comparison. As done in the previous figures we plot also the periodic
Ž . Ž .P and random sequence R of events for the same total number of records. The effect of noise reduces the range of validity of the power
law and at the same time slightly diminishes the value of the fractal dimension. The latter is also reported in comparison with the true value
in parenthesis. See text for further details.
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already discussed for the total period of observation
and is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10.

A clear fractal clustering is observed for the
station 1–3 in the period I and the fractal dimension
tends to increase slightly Fig. 11. The values of the
coefficient C tend to increase too, though the total
time interval was halved. This is a further indication
of the fractal character of the distribution in the
presence of eruption onsets.

On the other hand a drastic reduction of the
fractal dimension is found for the period II, when no
eruption onsets are present. In this case the distinc-
tion between fractal and random behavior is very
weak.

In Fig. 11 the value of D for the four stations is
plotted for all the periods investigated. It allows to
draw the following considerations.

Ž .i The fractal analysis and the calculation of C
for the two subperiods seem to indicate a strong
correlation between the eruptions and the fractal
clustering of the microseismic activity. Generally the

Ž .value of D before the eruptions onset period I is
greater than the value of D when there are no

Ž .eruptions period II .

Ž .ii The increase of the fractal dimension is very
evident at station 1. It means that the mi-
croearthquakes clustering features are very different
during the two periods analysed and particularly that
big microearthquake swarms occur before the erup-
tion onsets as confirmed by other different statistical

Ž .analysis Vinciguerra et al., 1998 . We can suppose
that the magma rise preceding the eruption onsets
favours microearthquake occurrence. The microseis-
micity is the result of the inflation process affecting

Žthe volcano edifice Hill, 1977; Bonaccorso et al.,
.1990; Budetta et al., 1989; Ferrucci et al., 1993 . In

this framework the Timpa di S. Tecla is very active,
as analyses of its recent seismic activity underline,
and affected by both deep and shallow tectonics
Ž .Patane et al., 1994; Montalto et al., 1996 . This`
structure is closely related to the magma transfer
processes occurring before the eruption onsets and
seems to control the magma rise inside the volcanic
edifice. The inflation process induces, at shallow
levels, local instability phenomena provoking mi-
croearthquake swarms with a fractal clustering.

Ž .iii The D increase is less marked at the station 2
and 3. This is because the S. Leonardello fault

Ž .Fig. 9. The same as Fig. 7 but for the period I 1989–1991 which includes the two major eruption onsets shown in Fig. 5. See text.
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Ž .Fig. 10. The same as Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 but for the period II 1992–1994 , which does not include the two major eruption onsets. See text.

systems and the other secondary structural systems
are affected only by shallow distensive tectonic pro-
cesses and they do not play an active role on the

magma transfer as the S. Tecla fault. Nevertheless
the stress-field variation originated by the magma
ascent involves these structures; This stress-field

Fig. 11. The values of the fractal dimensions are plotted for the periods studied. Dashed lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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variation can favour a local shallow sliding process
and can induce in the region of station 2 and 3 local
detachments and consequently a microseismicity
phenomenon less important than the previous case of
station 1.

Ž .iv No appreciable increase in the D value of the
station 4 seems to occur in correspondence with the
eruptions. The D value is always very close to the
random noise. Actually the timpa di Acireale plays a
secondary role in the local stress-field evolution as
showed by the low number of microearthquakes. The
timpa di Acireale is not influenced by the eruptions
onsets and the microseismicity time distribution does
not change its clustering properties during the period
I and II.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a detailed analysis of
the fractal properties of microseismicity affecting the
low eastern flank of Mt. Etna volcano during the
period 1989–1994. The fractal clustering is very
probably linked to the onset of the two eruptive
phenomena occurred in the same period, confirming
a recent result obtained with the correlation functions

Ž .approach Vinciguerra et al., 1998 .
More precisely the following conclusions can be

drawn.
Ž .1 The temporal series of the microearthquakes

recorded at the stations 1–3 are neither periodic nor
random, but they show a scale invariant behavior as
confirmed also by the value of the coefficient of

Žvariation C. Considering the whole period 1989–
1994 a fractal clustering was found with a fractal
dimension D ranging from 0.09 to 0.20 in a time
interval between 1 day and 12 days.

Ž .In the period II 1992–1994 , when no eruption
onsets occur, the temporal series are consistent with
a random noise.

Ž .In the period I 1989–1991 , when the two erup-
Žtions occurred 11th September 1989 and 14th De-

.cember 1991 the fractal clustering is evident and an
increase in the value of D with respect to the whole

Ž .period 1989–1994 was in general found for sta-
tions 1–3. The increase of D is more marked for the
station 1, but it is appreciable for the stations 2 and
3; there is no increase for the station 4, whose

seismicity is always consistent with a random noise.
This suggests a strong relation of the S. Tecla fault
with the geodynamic evolution of the volcano edi-
fice, in proximity of an eruption occurrence. The S.
Leonardello fault systems and the other secondary
structural systems are not so deeply involved by the
magma arise, but they feel, at a shallow level, the
local stress variations. Microearthquakes clustering
affect prevalently the S. Tecla Timpa fault and, in a
secondary way, the S. Leonardello fault system.

Ž .2 The analysis should not be drastically affected
by the limited number of the events. A strong sup-
port in this sense comes from the analysis performed
on the GAC set. In fact, this fractal distribution is
very generic and has no peculiar aspect which could
bias the comparison with the real time series. How-
ever the power law behavior seem to be affected by
an additive random noise, which probably reduces
the range of the scaling behavior. This spurious noise
influences the exact estimate of D. Again the exam-
ple of the GAC set plus noise suggests that the error

Ž .should be very small of the order of a few percent .
On the other hand, one is more interested in the
relative strong uprising of D, which could be an
important feature that characterizes the local seismic-
ity before eruptions.
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